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The only investment guide you'll ever need andrew tobias

Today is the deadline to send in the fourth quarterly estimated tax (if the money is due). Here are the forms and instructions. You don't need to submit it if you make a full refund by January 31. With a long weekend ahead, find time to watch the eventual President of the State of the Union? How proud Martin Luther King, Jr., would, I think,
be his achievements. But the bottom line is: please don't buy my book unless . . . even if it's the only one you'll ever need . . . there is a new edition on the way. Pre-order it at Barnes &amp; Noble here or Amazon here. Multiple copies to meet all your gift completion needs. Because you know what they're saying: Give your child some
money to graduate, and you'll feed them bad habits for a day. Teach your child about money, and you will put it on the path to financial health and happiness for life. Well, it certainly turned out to be the only investment guide I ever needed. I wrote this on my way back in the seventies when I was a kid writing for New York Magazine.
Everyone in the office – from the famous editor to the joyous receptionist – wanted to know what to do with their money. As if I knew! I tried to be helpful, but I quickly found myself repeating the same simple basics over and over again. And it gets really tedious. I realized that I could save a lot of time, and do a better advice job if I sat down
and really thought out and gave it my best shot. So that's what I did, and then I was able to, when a co-worker asked me for advice, just give them a book. Here. Of course, with tax rule changes, prices soaring and disasters, Wall Street invents new scams – I've updated the book periodically. But the basics never change. Live under your
means, get off the debt treadmill, minimize transaction costs, don't trust anyone – this book tries to get you through it all, from buying tuna in bulk to avoiding variable annuities. With over a million already sold, I have enjoyed royalties. But what I really liked was hearing from people two decades later. Admittedly, it's been a very good two
decades (the Dow was under 1000 when the book was published in 1978, and could have averaged down as it dropped to 777 in the summer of 1982). But for sure: Given the time, basic, cautious, constant habits really work. The purpose of this book is to make everything clear - and fun. A.T. For more than twenty-five years, The Only
Investment Guide You'll Ever Need has been America's favorite financial guide, winning the loyalty of more than a million readers nationwide. Now this essential book has been fully revised and updated to cover all new tax laws and reorganized with a new, user-friendly project. Concise, witty really understandable, Andrew Tobias shows
you how to use your money for the best best how much or how much you have. o How to spend smarter and save $1,000 or more about when to invest in stocks, and how about ins and outs investing online about tax strategies, from tuition to retirement about who- if anyone- can be trusted to manage your money and much, much more
how to spend smarter – and save $1000 or more when you invest in stocks, and how to ins and out investing in online tax strategies , from Tuition to Retirement Basics to Life Insurance Who – if anyone – can trust you to manage your money inside skinny on annuities, real estate and social security and much, much more preface if it's
brassy book title The Only Investment Guide You'll Ever Need, it's downright cheeky to change it. But not doing it every few years would be worse, partly because so much detail is changing, and partly because so many people, against all reason, still buy it. In the 38 years since the book's appearance, the world has turned into a high
gear. Back then there were no home loans, no 401 (k) retirement plans or a Roth Ira . . . no variable annuities to avoid or index funds boast or adjustable rate mortgages to consider . . . no ETFs, no 529 educational funds, not often flier miles (oh, no!), no Internet (can you imagine? no Internet!) — not even eBay, Craigslist or Amazon.
(How can anyone ever buy something?) The largest family of investment funds offered a choice of 15 different funds. Today: hundreds. Stock prices were traded in fractions, and the volume of the New York Stock Exchange averaged 25 million shares per day. Today: 3 billion shares will be a slow day. The highest federal income tax
bracket was 70%. The basics of personal finance have not changed – they never do. There are still only a relatively few common-sense things you need to know about your money. But the welter of investment choices and thicket of jargon and pitches have become much more dense. Perhaps this book may be your machete. The Big
Picture Not long after this book first appeared in 1978, the U.S. financial wave ebbed: stock and bond prices hit rock bottom (as a result of sky-high inflation and interest rates) and so did our national debt (relative to the size of the economy as a whole). Investing over the next three decades – as difficult as it certainly seemed at times –
was actually deceptively easy as the tide was just coming. Now we are in the (more or less vaguely) reverse situation - very low inflation, very low interest rates and unsuasyly high national debt - which makes years ahead of us a particular challenge. Understanding this challenge — seeing the overall picture — will help you put events and
decisions in context. Take a moment consider considering Debt and interest rates; then another minute to consider the good things. National debt In 1980, the national debt - which reached 121% of gross domestic product in 1946 as a result of having to borrow everything it took to win World War II - was converted back to 30%.      It's not
like we've repaid it, it's just that the economy has gradually grown to dwarf.      Whether for a family, a company or, in this case, a nation with a low debt ratio, it is healthy. It gives you a room move if you ever get into trouble, like a recession, and you have to borrow.      Indeed, it has long been a great idea: that in bad times governments
should bend over to the wind and run deficits . . . loans to increase demand and relieve pain, while excess business stocks were gradually working down . . . and then, in good times, don't borrow much or even run a surplus to build a backup credit worthiness.      However, in most good years since the 1980s, our national debt has
ballooned. With 30% when the Reagan-Bush team took over, it topped 100% in fiscal year as George W. Bush handed it over to his successor. (The only time between Bush Senior and Junior was the annual deficit tame, as Clinton handed over what Fortune called a surplus as far as the eye can see.)      Although the deficit has once
again been tamed in this letter – meaning that the national debt is once again growing more slowly than the economy as a whole – the wiggle room is largely gone.      I wrote in this space five years ago, when the unemployment rate hovered almost 10% and the home foreclosure rate reached its highest level: We will go through this and
go out more prosperous than ever. But before us a decade will be more about hunkering down and retooling than about jet skis and champagne. And indeed, the unemployment rate has fallen to 5.0%, as I write this in early 2016; foreclosures are running at their lowest rate since 2007; and the stock market is almost three times its March
2009 low. So we did through it.      Nevertheless, the nation's infrastructure was allowed to decompose badly; the national debt may take 35 years to fall to 30% of GDP, as was the case gradually in the 35 years after World War II; and many of the new jobs do not pay almost as well as those that have been replaced. So it's still too early
for champagne. In 1981, Uncle Sam said, Lend me $1,000 in two years, and I'll pay you $336 interest. In early 2016, Uncle Sam said, Lend me the same $1,000, and I'll pay you $20. People were rushing to take it away.      It's a completely different world.      In 1981, investors wishing to take risks related to long-term shares or bonds
knew that, if inflation did not rates will eventually fall, which will result in higher prices for both stocks and bonds.      In 2016, investors need to understand that, regardless of what may be the first, interest rates will eventually rise, which will cause bond prices to fall (see Chapter 5), and stocks will also be relatively less attractive. (The
higher the interest you get from safe bonds, the less reason to take risks from stocks.)      None of this means that stocks can't go up if interest rates don't. They absolutely can if rates don't go too high and sit on top of healthy economic growth. But as a rule, falling rates increase profits and stock prices. And for almost 35 years, long-term
interest rates have generally been falling: the wind under the sails of the market.      At this point, if rates were to start falling again in any meaningful way, it would be just because economic conditions are terrible - and that may not fuel enthusiasm for stocks. Either way, up or down, we're dealing with a bit of wind in the sails. Good things
For all our problems, it is an astonishing technology onrush.      People are looking at the last 50 years of technological progress and they are dazzling. And they think to themselves: The next 50 years can be just as dazzling! Isn't that going to be something! But no, says futurist Ray Kurzweil, they are wrong. Technological progress over



the next 50 years will not be as dazzling — it will be 32 times dazzling, 32 times as fast, 32 times great.      The implications are both exciting and frightening. Cyberterrorism? Don't start me. There is no guarantee that, whether as a nation or as a species, we will stick to the rails. This is indeed the main challenge of the century.      But if
we can stop blowing, the consequences are amazing. Imagine, for example, a world of almost free clean renewable energy, just as we now have almost free communication. (When I was a kid, calmed down, urgent I'm on long distances! meant to get hell away from the phone. And that was a call to Chicago. Today, the same call - even if
it's to China, and even if it's a video call - it's almost free.) Almost free energy will make everything much cheaper – including materials such as energy-intensive aluminum – allowing most people to enjoy a wonderful increase in their standard of living.      And that's just energy. The pace of advances in medical technology is another thing,
already dazzling, that can accelerate - with astonishing implications.      It's getting from here to the fact that it's a challenge. At best, it will be a bumpy ride. But making sensible economic and financial choices, and entering into reasonable habits, will at least tip the odds in your favor to enjoy as much as possible as much as possible,
avoiding traps.             Ok. Let's get started. Started.
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